INTRODUCTION
Feedback ANC system creates quiet zone using feedback control of a secondary source which is located in the vicinity of an error sensor. It uses ody one sensor to get the information about the reference signal and the error signal and can be interpreted as a M-th order predictor where M is the filter order of the estimated secondary path, Using ody one error sensor, it has the merit to avoid the acoustic feedback from the canceling speaker to the reference sensor. Filtered-x LMS algorithm is a modified version of the LMS algorithm to consider the acoustic path bctwccn the secondary noise source and the error sensor and has been widely used in ANC algorithm for its simplicity of implementation and good perforrnance [l] , On the ofier hand, when there is the additive noise that is impulsive, the performance of the LMS-type algorithm is known to be degradcd [2] . To be robust for this phenomenon, we propose a new feedback ANC algorithm when the additive noise is impulsive. Instead of using LMS algorithm, PSA which is a mixture of LMS and DSA@Ud-Sign Mgorithm) is used to predict the desired noise signal robustly.
Computer simulations were performed under the imptisive noise circumstances and showed better performance wit h the proposed algorithm than that with the conventional filtered-x LMS algorithm, ROBUST FEEDBA~ACTWE NOISE CONTROL ALGORI~M Fig, 1 shows the block diagram of the feedback ANC system. ModeIing the secondary path as pure time delays, recdback ANC system can be analyzed as a M-th order predictor where M is the number of delay. Therefore, the filter output r(t) is the M-th order predicted value of the noise source s((). The generation of r(f) is equivalent to the estimation of the~p~rameters. The AR parameters can be adaptively estimated by filtered-x LMS algorithm. G~E 1. Blockdiagram of feedback ANC system However, the conventiorud filtered-x LMS algorithm has the defect over the impulsive noise for its Muence function is not bounded with respect to the estimation error, Impulsk'e noise can be appropriately modeled by contaminated gaussian process having the probability density function P"= (1-&)Pv,+ &P,,
vhere O< &<0.5 is contamination constant, pv, is zero mean gaussian probability density and p,z is contaminating probability density.
Bccansc of the above mentioned drawback of conventional algorithm, there should be alternative method to overcome this defect. Proposed algorithm that can resolve this shortcomings utilizes PSA that bounds the absolute value of the prediction error in weight update, k PSA, the update equation is given by
Im(t)l< T q(m(t)) = Lsign(m(t)) [m(f)]>?
( 3) is the influcncc function, or derivative of the cost function and called modified Huber function and z([) is input vector. In eq.(3) L and r are the pre-selected constants such that L 2 r 20, and .$ig~~()denotes the signum function. Since PSA has the flexible parameters L and r as well as If, convergence speed of PSA can be more adjustable than that of LMS. Note from eq.(3), the PSA becomes LMS in case of Im([)l< r so fiat its steady-state performance can be expected to become that of LMS. On the other hand, when the absolute value of estimation error is larger than r, i.e. additive noise is impulsive, PSA bounds its amplitude to L so that it can have the advan(age of robustness to the impulsive additi\7e noise.
S~ATIONS
In our simulations, we assumed the order of AR process to be one with two sets of condition . Simulated system of each AR parameter is 1. a = -0.99, m: = 0.9363 2. a = W.99, m: = 0.9363 respectively. The SNR between .Y(~)and v(() is set to be 26~which corresponds to fi.tig o, at 50/0of the standard deviation of the desired signal. The propagation delay M is one. Fig, 2(a) is for the single impulse and fig.2@ ) is for the impulsive noise with &= 0.05,0,2 = 150V, The convergence constant is J1= 0,05. 
CONCLUSION
From the simulations, we could obsene faster convergence speed with the proposed algorithm than that with the conventional onc in weight update by proper choice of L and 7. For future work, exact analysis of pre-selected parameters 'andapplication to the real noise signal with impulsive noise should be carried out
